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ipis a Hurewicz‑fibring, which is a powerful
For any space X, P̀X‑EX‑X
tool in algebraic topology. In this note, we shall define a fibre‑map q: 9X ‑ X
and give some of its properties.
Throughout this note, all spaces are assumed to havebase points, which are
denoted by ac; all maps (homotopies) are assumed to preserve (keep fixed) base
polnts.

LetIbe the closed unit interval. For any apace X, letF(I;X) denote the
mapping‑space of Jinto X(base points free) with the compact‑open topology. Put
EX :=] {av E F(I; X); ev(O) = ÷,} ,

9X= {ct E EXI a(1) = ca'} .
Then, as is well known, .O.XSEX3X, P(cr) == cr(1), is a Hurewicz‑fibring, i. e.,
for any space X P has the lifting homotopy property (cf. [1], [2] and [4]).

Proposition 1. Dofne q:9X‑X by q(a)= a(1/2), then q is afibre maP in the
sense of Serre, i. e., for any Polyhedron P, q has the ltfling homotoPy ProPerty.

Proof. Let P =' lKl, K being a finite simplicial complex, F:PxlL>X,
g:P×(O).9X and qeg(x, O) == F(x, O) for all xfP.

Let K" denote the n‑skeleton of K, and P"=lK"i. We shall define G.:
P'i×l‑9X, G. iP"×(O)=gIP"×(O), q.G. =:FIPn×fby the induction on n.
Let v beavertex and g(v, O) =:= ct.G9X. Define Gb: (O) ×lUl×Iul× (1/2)

‑X by
G5 ((O, s) ‑ a. (s) ;
Ge (t, E) =:: ‑, , e‑‑ o, 1;

G6 (t, 1/2) ‑F(v, t) .

Since (O)×luJxIis astrong deformation retract of I×L we may extend
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G'. to a map G.:I×f‑X. DefiningGo :v×I.S?X by Go (v, t)(s)=C.(t, s), we have
the required map.

Now, assume that we have already defined Gi for alli<n. Let abe an
n‑simplex of K By the inductive assumption, there exists a map Ge : elal xl‑9X,

satisfying qeGg =FlXf xL Putting C;. (y, 4 s) == Gg(y,t) (s), we have a map
G';: lal ×I× l‑.X satisfying G'; (y, O, s) = g(y) (s) and G: (y, t, 1/2) :::: F(y, t). Extend

Gt to G'.: lol xl×IU Ial ×(O)xlU Ia[ xlx {O, 1/2, 1}‑X by GS (y, O, s)=

o O) (s), G'. (y, t, E) = i e =::; O, 1, and G'. (y, t, 1/2) =F(y, t).
g(y,

Since lal ×Ix [O, 1/2] U Iol ×(O)× [O, 1/2] U ]al ×J× {O, 1/2} and la[ ×J×
[1/2, 1] U lol × (O) × [1/2, 1] U ]al ×Ix{1/2, 1} are strong deformation retracts

of Ia[ ×I×[O, 1/2] and Ial ×I× [1/2, 1], respectively, we may extend Ge to a
map Ga: lol ×lxI‑ X, such that G.(y, O, s)=g(),,O) (s), G,<y, t, 1/2) = Ii" (N, t> for

all yE lal. Define G. : P'ixl‑e‑ 9X by
Gn (Y, t) (S) = Ga (Y, t, s)

for all (y, t) E iifl × L then, by a ttsual discussion, we may conclude that G. is a
required lifting.

Corollary. For any s Ei L det77ning q, : S?X‑X by q,(a) :=: cr(s), we have a fibre

maP in the sense of Serre.
Proposition 2. Let F be the fibre of the fibre map q, i, e., F=qLi(*). Then,
zve have exact sequences
O ‑‑,F r i+i(X')‑ ffi (F) . z i+i (X) ' O
for all i.

Proof. By the above corollary, we haveq:rri(S?X)‑Ti(X)are trivial1)for
all i. Considering the homotopy exact sequence

q*

m. ni+i (9X) ‑ ffi+i (X) ‑ r,i (F) ‑‑.ni (9X) ‑‑)‑

of the fibre space F.MX‑ X, we have short exact sequences
O ‑ T ,.,(X). ff,(F) ‑‑‑,p 7,, (9X) ‑ O.

Since rti(.qX)=!Ti+i(X), we have the required ones.

The multiplieation lt : 9Xx 9X‑9X defined by
rt (cu･ p) (t) ‑' (;:,2i)L ,), ?/i;';iii{ll/2i,

makes X an H‑space, which is homotopy‑associative and has the homotopy‑
inversion v defined by v(a) (t) == a(1‑t).

Since rt' == ptIFxF:FxF‑･F, (I7, Ft') is an HLspace, however, (I7, lt') is not
1) Notice that q itself is not homotopic to :k.
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1)
homotopy‑associative and has not homotopy‑inversion.
If X is an HLspace with a multiplication m, 9X has the induced multiplication
m defined by
m (ev, P) (t) ‑= m(cr(t), p(t)),

which is homotopic to tt, and q(m (av, P)) = m(q(cv), q(P)).

Therefore, (F, inl FxF) is an HL‑space, moreover, if m is homotopy‑associative
or has homotopy‑inversion, then m and nz IFxF has the same properties.
Proposition 3. .ILf X is an H‑sPace with a mztltiPlication m, Fi 9XgX is an
HL:fZbration in the sense of [3].

Proo￡ It suflicies to prove that there is a homotopy " : FVE ‑‑ Esatisfying
the following conditions:
(i) .IIb =lt]',

(ii) ,Ul ‑ V (iVl),

(iii) qK (FVF)‑= ec,

wherej:FVE‑FxE is the inclusion map and V':EVE‑E is the iolding
map. Such a homotopy H is easily defined from the homotopies
M(k', X) or X tr 7va, <X, "').
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1) v(F)cF,

but hornotopies Lt(p(cr),cr) '‑v * z tt(cr,p(ev)> are

not necessarily in E

